2 This paper focus on periphrastic nominalization -a construction which has nominal external syntax and which is used to express complement clauses. In this paper we examine the morphological and syntactic properties of this construction and compare those properties with those of typical nominalizations. In particular, a classification of nominalization into processes and results is used as the basis for comparison. As it is a crucial point regarding the contrast between a word and a construction, we also discuss whether the periphrastic nominalization shows signs of grammaticalization.
The object of study
Khanty is a Finno-Ugric language, Ob-Ugric branch, mainly spoken in the Khanty-Mansi and Yamalo-Nenets autonomous regions in Russia. In this paper we consider Kazym, which is a Northern dialect of Khanty. Below we briefly list the basic features of Kazym Khanty (henceforth, Khanty):
-Khanty is left-branching, that is, the word order in the clause is SOV, and dependents precede the head in the noun phrase;
-Khanty is consistently head-marking, both in noun phrases and clauses;
-unlike most other Finno-Ugric languages, Khanty has few cases: dative, locative and unmarked nominative.
The most productive model of nominalizing verbs in Khanty is periphrastic 3 . In this paper, we use the term periphrastic nominalization to refer to a model of morphological derivation of deverbal nouns which makes use of auxiliary words. A more customary model, which employs bound morphemes, is called synthetic.
The structure of the construction is as follows: the word wɛr 'deed, action' which bears the usual nominal morphology expressing the nominal categories of the nominalization, and a non-finite form of the verb, which hosts the nominalization's verbal categories. In (1), this non-finite form, directly preceding the word wɛr, is a non-past participle from the verb λɵməttə-'to dress'. Both forms can participate in the periphrastic nominalization construction, showing no differences except temporal reference. For the sake of simplicity, we will henceforth refer to both forms as
participles.
Periphrastic nominalization is the main way to express an argument clause for a number of matrix predicates, particularly for mental predicates (wɵti 'know', nɵmti 'remember', etc.) and evaluative predicates (jäm 'be good', atəm 'be bad', turas 'discomfort', etc.) (see example 1 above and example 4). Khanty also has synthetic nominalization, which is formed by the suffix -əpsi.
(5) λʉw wɵλ-əpsi-λ λawərt he live-NMLZ-POSS.3SG hard 'His life is hard.'
However, this nominalization is unproductive: it cannot be formed from a number of verbs (for example *purtəpsi 'biting', *ara jakəpsi 'dismantling', *katλəpsi 'catching').
Nominalization formed by means of a free, rather than bound, morpheme is a typologically rare phenomenon (to the best of our knowledge, a similar construction occurs in Eastern Khanty [Potanina and Filchenko 2007] and in Tundra Nenets, another Uralic language which has been in contact with Northern Khanty [Nikolajeva 2017: 157] ); such constructions have never been the object of detailed research. In this paper, we describe the morphological and syntactic properties of the Khanty periphrastic nominalization and discover the differences between it and synthetic nominalizations which are more common in the world's languages. We also pay attention to another important question: is there a single construction which has been grammaticalized, or should it be considered syntactically compositional? S-and A-participants are marked the same way as possessors are usually marked in a canonical possessive construction. The subject's grammatical person can be indexed by a possessive morpheme on the noun wɛr, which is mandatory if the subject is a personal pronoun. The object is never indexed.
However, apart from the indexing, the marking of the arguments is analogous to that which is used in the finite clause, since the possessive construction and finite sentences do not mark the case of core arguments. Thus, the argument marking strategy is accusative-possessive or sentential in terms of Koptjevskaja-Tamm [1993] .
When S-or A-participants are omitted, they are typically interpreted as coreferential to the subject of the main clause: 
Tense
Khanty periphrastic nominalizations expresses tense. The tense morpheme is interpreted as relative to the tense of the matrix clause: the present participle marker -ti marks the simultaneity of the events expressed by the nominalization and the matrix clause, the past tense marker -əm suggests that the former precedes the latter. 'I know he has really dismantled the house.'
However, the last class of adverbs is not homogeneous in this respect. Not all epistemic adverbs can modify the construction under discussion 6 . In (11b) the adverb jima 'really' is outside the nominalization clause and the example is correct, while (11a), where the adverb is inside the clause, is ungrammatical. 
Nominal properties
All the nominal properties of the nominalization construction are expressed on the auxiliary word wɛr.
Nominalization has all the inflectional categories that a regular Khanty noun can have and it can be modified by adjectives.
External syntax
The construction has the syntactic distribution of a noun and typically serves as the argument of the matrix verb. It can be marked for case and be the complement of a postposition. 'He was scared because he heard dogs barking.'
Possessive and number morphology
The nominalization can host any combination of possessive (12), (14), (15) 
Adjectival modification
The construction may be modified by adjectives (15). Only adjectives expressing evaluation (wɵn 'big, bad', aj 'little', meaning 'easy, unimportant', jäm 'good', atəm 'bad') are completely productive in this respect. 
Typological background

Syntactic properties
The construction has a set of nominal and verbal morphological properties close to full for finite forms like nominalization. According to the examples which Serdobolskaya [2005] and Alexiadou [2001] observe in a large dataset, in a given language tense is expressed in a nominalized clause if it can also be expressed in ordinary noun phases. However, in Khanty, lexical noun phrases do not have the grammatical category of tense, while nominalizations do. Interestingly, the only example provided by Serdobolskaya [2005] which contradicts the universal mentioned above is the Italian perfective infinitive, which is a periphrastic construction, although not exactly parallel to the one under study here.
In addition, the behavior of Khanty periphrastic nominalization differs from what is known about the typical behavior of synthetic nominalizations. Alexiadou [2001] shows that nominalizations, denoting an event whose properties are shown by periphrastic nominalization, have restrictions on the possibility of their modification by adverbs related to the semantic class of these adverbs, or the place in the verbal spine where they are merged. Adjectives which correspond to "higher" syntactic nodes (i.e. attaching to the level higher than AspP) are not typically able to modify the nominalization (if adverbial modification is possible at all). Khanty nominalizations allow a very wide range of adverbs, including epistemic and evaluative. This can be explained by the following stipulation: Khanty periphrastic nominalizations contain more verbal structure than a typical synthetic one. This claim can be corroborated by the fact that the periphrastic nominalization can be marked for tense. It is interesting that the periphrastic nominalization hardly allows adjectival modifiers, except manner ones, which are of the "lowest" level.
Process or result
An important property of nominalizations, according to which they are divided into two different groups, is whether they inherit the verbal argument structure. Nominalizations which have an argument structure typically denote events (in particular, like events expressed by regular VPs, they can be interpreted as either processes or achievements/accomplishments) and have a wide range of verbal properties, while the set of their nominal properties is limited. The nominalizations which do not inherit the verb's argument structure denote results and do not show verbal properties. Using the terminology of Grimshaw [1990] , we call the former processes and the latter results.
We applied a number of tests proposed by Grimshaw [ibid.] for the distinction between process and result nominalizations to the construction in question.
1. A process describes an event: it has its own participants and is localized along the temporal axis, i.e.
it has its own time. The result nominalization does not have any these properties. According to this parameter, Khanty nominalizations can be classified as processes (see, e.g.,(10b)).
2. The arguments of a process nominal cannot be omitted, unlike the arguments of a result nominal. In Khanty, the internal argument of the periphrastic nominalization arguments cannot be omitted (6), so, it is a procedural nominalization. shown by Szabolcsi [1994] for Hungarian and by Markantonatou [1995] for Greek that nominalizations with plural morphology can have process interpretations. Nominalizations in these languages share the following property: the number differences in these constructions reflect the differences in the aspectual properties of the events denoted by the constructions. In Khanty, however, the periphrastic nominalization can be marked not only for plural, but also for dual, in which case an aspectual interpretation, not a quantitative one, seems to be less likely.
6. According to the previously formulated generalization, modifiers such as often or always can combine with result nominals only in the plural and with process nominalizations in the singular.
Khanty nominalizations can be combined with such modifiers in any number, so the results of this test do not point in any direction. Khanty nominalization inherits the argument structure of its verbal stem, which is shown by tests 1 and 2, that is, it is to be classified as process. However, it also has some properties of a result nominal.
Sometimes, one and the same form can be interpreted as either process or result (as, for example, in the English form destruction) in several contexts. In this case, Grimshaw [1990] predicts that each specific use of such 'polyfunctional' forms should have only the properties associated with one particular type of nominalization (for example, while an indefinite article and an aspectual modifier are in principle possible, they cannot occur with a nominalization simultaneously: *a destruction of the city by enemies for three hours). However, Khanty periphrastic nominalization disobeys this rule: it may at the same time exhibit the properties of both constructions (e.g. be simultaneously modified by an adverb and bear plural morphology (18b), the arguments with the sentential marking and modifier like a, one (15), etc.).
Evidence for Grammaticalization
Non-compositional semantics
First of all, it is necessary to point out the non-compositional semantics of this construction. It could be assumed that the 'deed' element could combine with the participle to produce a structure with the semantics of a deverbal noun ( 
Function of wɛr
If we assume that a participle in the nominalization behaves regularly, i.e. projects an ordinary participial relative clause, it should assign a semantic role to the target of the relativization (a trace, which is coreferent to a the head noun phrase) 7 . For example, in (22) the word action, which controls the participle phrase, fills one of its valences (Agent), and if the participle phrase has another agent, the sentence becomes ungrammatical. However, it is hard to tell which semantic role the verb which heads the Khanty participial construction assigns to the word wɛr. As we can see in (23), the verb valency slots are occupied by the words ewi and ńawrɛm, leaving no semantic role for wɛr. We can provide an additional argument in favor of the fact that wɛr is not a part of the verb's argument structure: at least some impersonal verbs can participate in the periphrastic nominalization construction (23). 
Nominalization of the wɛrti verb
The word wɛr is a verbal stem itself. A periphrastic nominalization can be formed from the verb wɛrti 'to do', which has the same root as the auxiliary component of the construction. This is an argument for the fact that one of these elements which share the same root elements is lexical while the other one is an auxiliary. For the noun wɛr, as for nouns in general, a possessive markers is not obligatory when the possessor does not coincide with the subject of the clause containing a noun.
Morphological derivation
Nominalization (that is, the word wɛr) cannot attach derivational morphemes (26), meaning that in terms of derivation wɛr is treated differently as the part of nominalization and in a free context. 
Conclusion
Khanty periphrastic nominalization exhibits a wide range of nominal and verbal properties. This can be potentially explained by the fact that the periphrastic nominalization has separate nominal and verbal parts which can participate in syntactic processes (at least to some extent) separately.
The construction in question cannot be classified as denoting a result or a process but can exhibit properties of both. Thus, the periphrastic nominalization, despite showing similarities with the synthetic one, clearly forms a separate class of constructions.
Periphrastic nominalization shows a number of properties which suggest it has undergone grammaticalization, and cannot be considered to be compositional either syntactically or semantically.
Grammaticalization mainly affects the functional element of the whole construction, the word wɛr.
Whether the properties of the participle differ within the nominalization and in other contexts in terms of internal syntax remains to be seen.
